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Decodable Literature Library Close Reading Guide

RS2: Mister Mole’s Stove
Reading Comprehension Assessment

Each student will need a copy of the Reading Comprehension Assessment Student Response Sheet. As necessary, support students in
reading the questions and answer choices. Students should reread the text to help them select the best answers, and then circle
their answer choice.

  1.  Which detail is most important to what happens in the story Mister Mole’s Stove?
      Mister Mole’s stove, which he constructed himself, keeps his home snug.
        B.    Mister Mole’s bed, which he made himself, is stuffed with bits of fabric and rug.
        C.   Mister Mole’s hole, which he dug with his own hands, is dug in the sand.

  2.  What does Mister Mole realize because of the challenges he faces in the story?
        A.   Mister Mole realizes that it is hard work to dig his home, so he wishes he did not have to work so hard.
      Mister Mole realizes that sometimes you need help from a friend because you can’t do everything yourself.
        C.   Mister Mole realizes that he does not like it when the other moles poke fun at him, so he gets upset.

  3.  How is the word inspected used in the story Mister Mole’s Stove?
        A.   To tell how Mister Mole wanted to do everything with his own little hands.
        B.    To tell how Mister Mole constructed his stove with stones from the cove.
      To tell how Mister Mole looked carefully at the stones to find just the right one.

If necessary, support students in reading the questions. Be sure students refer to their books to find evidence from the text and
illustrations to support their answers. Answers should be written in complete sentences.

  4.   Stories can offer more than one message. Pick one of the story messages from Mister Mole’s Stove in the list and write it in the
blank. en tell what happens in the story that is evidence for this message:

        •  Hard work and planning pay off.
        •  Do not let unkind people bother you.
        •  If someone does something nice for you, it is good to do something nice for them in return.
        (Any supporting evidence for the selected story message is a correct answer.)

  5.   Explain the details of Mister Mole’s plan to get a stone to fix his stove. (Mister Mole’s plan is to go down to the cove and find a
stone that is just the right size and then drag it back home and fix his stove with it.)

 A.

 B.

 C.
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Name: ________________________________________    Date: ____________________

Reread parts of the text to help you decide on an answer. Circle the best
answer for each question. 

1. Which detail is most important to what happens in the story Mister Mole’s Stove?

     A. Mister Mole’s stove, which he constructed himself, keeps his home snug.

     B.  Mister Mole’s bed, which he made himself, is stuffed with bits of fabric and rug.

     C. Mister Mole’s hole, which he dug with his own hands, is dug in the sand.

2. What does Mister Mole realize because of the challenges he faces in the story?

     A. Mister Mole realizes that it is hard work to dig his home, so he wishes he did
not have to work so hard.

     B.  Mister Mole realizes that sometimes you need help from a friend because 
you can’t do everything yourself.

     C. Mister Mole realizes that he does not like it when the other moles poke fun 
at him, so he gets upset.

3. How is the word inspected used in the story Mister Mole’s Stove?

     A. To tell how Mister Mole wanted to do everything with his own little hands.

     B.  To tell how Mister Mole constructed his stove with stones from the cove.

     C. To tell how Mister Mole looked carefully at the stones to find just the right one.

Continued on next page.
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Use your book to find evidence from the text and illustrations to support your
answers. 

4.  Stories can offer more than one message. Pick one of the story messages from
Mister Mole’s Stove in the list and write it in the blank. Then tell what happens
in the story that is evidence for this message:

    •  Hard work and planning pay off.

    •  Do not let unkind people bother you.

    •  If someone does something nice for you, it is good to do something nice for
them in return.

    A story message for Mister Mole’s Stove is ________________________   ___ ____ 

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________   ___  

My evidence is yes           ________  ___  ————————— 

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________ ___    

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________  ___   

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________   ___  

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________   ___  

5. Explain the details of Mister Mole’s plan to get a stone to fix his stove. 

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________   ___  

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________  ___   

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________   ___  

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________  ___   

Mom said                                                                         yes           ________  ___   

Mom said                                                                       _   ___  
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